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UNIQUE ORIGINAL ARTWORKS & REPRODUCTION 

PRINTS 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au  

ALEXANDRINA’S 

NGARRINDJERI 

FINE ART 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



Alexandrina's Ngarrindjeri Fine 

art is proudly independtly          

100% indigenous owned and          

operated  

ALEXANDRINA'S NGARRINDJERI FINE 

ART IS proudly 100% INDEPENDENT-

LY OWNED AND OPERATED BY ALEX-

ANDRINA CAMPBELL. SELF FUNDED 

AND FOUNDED in Kilkenny, South 

Australia. SELF MOTIVATED, DRIVEN 

TO SUCCESS AND DETERMINED TO 

MAKE A FOOTPRINT IN THE ABORIGI-

NAL ART INDUSTY PRIAVTE SECTOR. 

EMERGING TO ESTABLISH OWN SEC-

TOR IN ART GALLERY INDUSTRY AUS-

TRALIA AND INTERNATIONALY.  

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



"I inherit my grandmother's creative artistic 

personality, and I show it in my paintings I 

create. I am a indigenous artist. I create 

contemporary ngarrindjeri original Ngar-

rindjeri fine art paintings. My artworks are 

based on my memories on Ruwe (Country), 

stories passed down by my Grandmother, 

Mother, Great-Grandmother, life experi-

ence, connections to Ruwe (Country), my 

grandmother's memories and the way of life 

seen by a Ngarrindjeri Memini. I keep my 

Ngarrindjeri culture alive by expressing it 

through my love and passion of art. I also 

inspire to offer my unique designs and col-

lective fine art range with the world and 

any art collectors in fine arts, as-well as 

modern/ contemporary/traditional life-

style homes." - Alexandrina Campbell  

Fine unique ngarrindjeri art created 

by visions of stories & memories passed 

down from generation to               

generation  

The meaning of 

Ngarrindjeri is 

belonging to  

INSIPRATION 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



envision over 300 years of 

knowledge into modern/

contemporar y/tradit iona l/

luxury/lifestyle homes. diverse 

knowledge imprinted on fine 

quality materials guaranteed to 

last over a lifetime. leaving be-

hind a unique footprint of the 

four corners of the ngarrindjeri 

nation past, present and future.. 

Décor with aboriginal satire al-

luring intrinsic design between 

land & water. Imagine capturing 

the radiance of vibrant colours, 

feel the warmth, calm, palette of 

ngarrindjeri MeeWee displayed in 

your home or business.  

DECOR ALEXANDRINA'S NGARRINDJERI    FINE 

ART. INTRODUCING THE ALLURANCE OF         

INTRINSIC DESIGNS TO ANY HOMES/BUSINESS      

INVESTING VALUE THROUGH COLLECTIVE FINE 

ABORIGINAL ART  

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 

Products 

Original Artwork 

Handcrafted original artwork using 

quality material. Gallery approved pine 

bars with ITALIAN MEDIUM OIL PRIMED 

LINEN Canvas 300 GSM / 450 GSM 12oz 

using professional fine oil guache/

innovated acrylic palettes 

Reproduction Prints 

Giclee printed on Fine Art Daguerre Can-

vas (400gsm) by Hahnemuhle. Guaranteed 

to last a lifetime. 

Collections 

A walkabout down my memory lane repro-

duction prints are Giclee printed on Fine 

Art Daguerre Canvas (400gsm) by Hahne-

muhle. Guaranteed to last a lifetime. 

& 

Original collections are Handcrafted 

original artwork using quality material. 

Gallery approved pine bars with ITALIAN 

MEDIUM OIL PRIMED LINEN Canvas 300 

GSM / 450 GSM 12oz using professional 



Unique Original artwork & 

Reproduction prints  

Alexandrina's Ngarrindjeri Fine Art crafts finest materials, 

sourced locally from quality art supply chains in Adelaide, 

South Australia to produce unique ngarrindjeri designs.  

Alexandrina's Ngarrindjeri Fine Art's philosophy is to keep 

Ngarrindjeri culture alive, by leaving an imprint on history of a 

footprint deriving from rich Ngarrindjeri unique memories 

passed down generation to generation.  

My ancestors/forefathers have left a Unique footprint in the 

Ngarrindjeri Nation history on which I live on today, & my foot-

print I want to imprint on history is with my unique fine art crea-

tions.  

A Walkabout Down My Memory Lane reproduction prints art-

works was designed by Alexandrina Campbell and is intended 

for the purpose of offering my unique designs and collective 

fine art range with the world and any art collectors in fine 

arts, as-well as modern/ contemporary/traditional lifestyle 

homes.  

 

 

PRODUCTS          ORIGINAL ARTWORKS &  

                                                                                                                                                                    REPRODUCTION PRINTS 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



 

A WALK ABOUT DOWN MY  

MEMORY LANE           REPRODUCTION  PRINT 

DESCRIPTION:  

My painting titled “Wellindjeri Travels” is about my journey and travels 

through my Ngarrindjeri country and one of my favourite places to be. 

Wellindjeri is Ngarrindjeri meaning belonging to, or by, itself, 

Wellington, South Australia is apart of my Ngarrindjeri Ruwe. 

Wellington’s totems are known to be red bellied black snake and the 

black duck. Growing up as a child, I have a lot of happy memories about 

Wellington. I would always see a lot of ducks swimming about on the 

rivers and lakes. I used to swim with the ducks. The lakes were 

surrounded by reeds. I would feel the soggy mud under my feet when I 

would get deeper into the water I would feel slimy reeds under my feet. I 

always thought I was stepping on snakes. The water was always muggy, 

so I never knew what it was. I am terrified of snakes as soon as I swim 

deeper into the lakes I would feel safer because I could not touch the 

slimy bottom. When I know ducks are swimming nearby I would feel a 

safe presence, and instantly knew I was alright.  

Wellindjeri travels 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



 

A WALK ABOUT DOWN MY  

MEMORY LANE                                         REPRODUCTION PRINT 

Wellindjeri 

travels 

Alexandrina's Ngarrinjeri Fine Art Reproduction Print is Giclee printed 

on Fine Art Daguerre Canvas (400gsm) by Hahnemuhle. Lasting a 

lifetime. Varnished with Satin Gloss.  

Reproduction Prints are print on demand. Delivery using respected 

services such as Australia Post. All prints are delivered unstretched 

to ensure protectivity of print, & fast delivery, Endure the freshly 

giclee printed on 400 GSM canvas from Hahnemuhle.  

Alexandrina is inspired to capture her Ngarrindjeri culture on canvas 

to allow others to enjoy a unique piece of Ngarrindjeri fine art. She 

enjoys creating/painting her masterpiece artworks using only quality 

products in fine acrylic paints. Senniellier Abstract Innovated Acrylic 

Paint, alluring the colours Intrinsically, giving vibrance to any home/

business. Original painted on Cotton Duck Canvas. Replica is Giclee 

printed on Fine Art Daguerre Canvas (400gsm) by Hahnemuhle. 

Reproduction prints are replicas of original artwork.  

Limited Edition #/50 

reproduction 

Prints 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



 

A WALK ABOUT DOWN MY  

MEMORY LANE          REPRODUCTION PRINT 

DESCRIPTION: 

Kondoli Travels is my personal memory and experience of my 

Ngarrindjeri traditions, customs, lore, and culture, and my time on 

Ngarrindjeri Ruwe (land). From around 1999-2002 I was taught how to 

dance, alongside my close relative family, traditional Ngarrindjeri 

dance. We were taught in the heart of Adelaide City as most of us lived 

around Victor Harbour, South Australia to dance on the shoreline of 

the rivers and lakes, and the mouth to the sea. That day, I remember 

dancing my heart and soul out so the Kondolispirit can be heard. During 

that day, many bystanders were watching us dance while also whale 

spotting. My mother told me that a man said he saw three whales coming 

in close to the shorelines, we were told that there were no signs of 

whales in that area for a week to at least a month proximately. I believe 

when we danced that day, the Kondoli spirit heard us, and for those 

three whales to come in was a sign of both human and animal spirit 

connecting as one.** "Kondoli Travels" Reproduction print is only 

available unstretched.  

kondoli travels 
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A WALK ABOUT DOWN MY  

MEMORY LANE                                        REPRODUCTION PRINT 

kondoli 

travels 

Alexandrina's Ngarrinjeri Fine Art Reproduction Print is Giclee printed 

on Fine Art Daguerre Canvas (400gsm) by Hahnemuhle. Lasting a 

lifetime. Varnished with Satin Gloss.  

Reproduction Prints are print on demand. Delivery using respected 

services such as Australia Post. All prints are delivered unstretched 

to ensure protectivity of print, & fast delivery, Endure the freshly 

giclee printed on 400 GSM canvas from Hahnemuhle.  

Alexandrina is inspired to capture her Ngarrindjeri culture on canvas 

to allow others to enjoy a unique piece of Ngarrindjeri fine art. She 

enjoys creating/painting her masterpiece artworks using only quality 

products in fine acrylic paints. Senniellier Abstract Innovated Acrylic 

Paint, alluring the colours Intrinsically, giving vibrance to any home/

business. Original painted on Cotton Duck Canvas. Replica is Giclee 

printed on Fine Art Daguerre Canvas (400gsm) by Hahnemuhle. 

Reproduction prints are replicas of original artwork.  

Reproduction print 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



 

A WALK ABOUT DOWN MY  

MEMORY LANE                                              REPRODUCTION PRINTS 

DESCRIPTION:  

My mother Lorraine Gerassimopoulos nee Campbell would always tell 

me stories told to her by her grandmother and grandfather and 

mother. My mother is also a creative writer, she mainly writes about her 

visions, her dreamings, and stories passed down from her grandparents. 

My mother would always talk about the white kangaroo to me sometimes 

as a bedtime story, my mother had a vision of a white kangaroo that 

visited her in a fast-forward movement passing her and her dreams. My 

mother also said that her grandmother told her a story about a white 

kangaroo, I can only envision my mothers vision through art, but the 

storyline of the white kangaroo belongs to my mother. With permission 

of her to paint this vision of hers. I can only share a picture of my 

mother’s white kangaroo. I have used oil paint on quality primed rolled 

canvas.  

Mother’s white kangaroo 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



 

A WALK ABOUT DOWN MY  

MEMORY LANE                                                                            REPRODUCTION PRINTS 

Mother’s 

white        

kangaroo 

Alexandrina's Ngarrinjeri Fine Art Reproduction Print is Giclee printed 

on Fine Art Daguerre Canvas (400gsm) by Hahnemuhle. Lasting a 

lifetime. Varnished with Satin Gloss.  

Reproduction Prints are print on demand. Delivery using respected 

services such as Australia Post. All prints are delivered unstretched 

to ensure protectivity of print, & fast delivery, Endure the freshly 

giclee printed on 400 GSM canvas from Hahnemuhle.  

Alexandrina is inspired to capture her Ngarrindjeri culture on canvas 

to allow others to enjoy a unique piece of Ngarrindjeri fine art. She 

enjoys creating/painting her masterpiece artworks using only quality 

products in fine acrylic paints. Senniellier Abstract Innovated Acrylic 

Paint, alluring the colours Intrinsically, giving vibrance to any home/

business. Original painted on Cotton Duck Canvas. Replica is Giclee 

printed on Fine Art Daguerre Canvas (400gsm) by Hahnemuhle. 

Reproduction prints are replicas of original artwork.  

Reproduction print 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



DESCRIPTION:  

My grandmother MeeWee – Our Journey Of Life she sings “When we 

look up into the sky, we see the moon, stars, and the sun; Feel the wind, 

the rain, and the heat. Our rainbow of all colours our animals, 

mountains – rivers and sea. Which God created for us. So, call on our 

MeeWee. Let our spiritual healing begin.” 

A bright warm yellow sky surrounded my Ruwe, clouds sweeping in 

forming a peaceful storming sky. After that storm, that same bright 

warm yellow sky then turned into a bright yellow field across my Ruwe. 

Even though the land looks beautiful with the yellow fields, it’s also a 

sign of poison of the land. The poison represents my pain throughout my 

life journey.  

Like my grandmother sings “MeeWee is in our spiritual heart journey, 

and under our, Ngarrindjeri Nation is raising our spirits up in our 

culture, customs, and laws. Be proud of who you are. Stand by our 

motherland and let our spirit must survive”.  

“I stand by my motherland and my motherland stands by me”.—continued  

Meewee—our journey of life 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 
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PRODUCTS                     ORIGINAL ARTWORKS 

MeeWee—Our 

Journey Of 

Life 

Handcrafted original artwork using quality material. Gallery approved 

pine bars with ITALIAN MEDIUM OIL PRIMED LINEN Canvas 300 GSM / 

450 GSM 12oz using professional fine oil gauche. 

Alexandrina is inspired to capture her Ngarrindjeri culture on canvas 

to allow others to enjoy a unique piece of Ngarrindjeri fine art. She 

enjoys creating/painting her masterpiece artworks using only quality 

products in fine oil paints. Senniellier rive gauche oil paint, alluring the 

colours Intrinsically, giving vibrance to any home/business. Original 

painted on Cotton Duck Canvas.  

Original artworks are one of a kind creations made and designed 

originally from alexandrina Campbell. Unique original artworks are 

based on over 300 years of knowledge into modern/contemporary/

traditional/luxury/lifestyle homes. diverse knowledge imprinted on 

fine quality materials guaranteed to last over a lifetime. leaving behind 

a unique footprint of the four corners of the ngarrindjeri nation past, 

present and future.. Décor with aboriginal satire alluring intrinsic 

design between land & water. Imagine capturing the radiance of vibrant 

colours, feel the warmth, calm, palette of ngarrindjeri MeeWee 

displayed in your home or business.  

Original artwork 

www.alexandrinasngarrindjerifineart.com.au 



Alexandrina’s 

Ngarrindjeri 

Fine Art 

Intrinsic designs, palette of ruwe 

Leaving a  unique of the four 

corners of the ngarrindjeri  

nation past, present, and future. 

The meaning of 

ngarrindjeri is 

belonging to 

"I inherit my grandmother's creative ar-

tistic personality, and I show it in my 

paintings I create. I am a indigenous art-

ist. I create contemporary ngarrindjeri 

original Ngarrindjeri fine art paintings. 

My artworks are based on my memories 

on Ruwe (Country), stories passed 

down by my Grandmother, Mother, 

Great-Grandmother, life experience, 

connections to Ruwe (Country), my 

grandmother's memories and the way of 

life seen by a Ngarrindjeri Memini. I keep 

my Ngarrindjeri culture alive by ex-

pressing it through my love and passion 

of art. I also inspire to offer my unique 

designs and collective fine art range 

with the world and any art collectors 

in fine arts, as-well as modern/ contem-

porary/traditional lifestyle homes." - 

Alexandrina Campbell  

proudly 100% INDEPENDENTLY 

OWNED AND OPERATED  

Alexandrina's Ngarrindjeri Fine 

Art crafts finest materials, 

sourced locally from quality art 

supply chains in Adelaide, South 

Australia to produce unique 

ngarrindjeri designs.  

Replica is Giclee printed on Fine 

Art Daguerre Canvas (400gsm) by 

Hahnemuhle. Reproduction prints 

are replicas of original artwork. 

Varnished with satin gloss, guar-

anteed to last a lifetime.   



A Walkabout Down My 

Memory Lane reproduc-

tion prints artworks was 

designed by Alexandrina 

Campbell and is intended 

for the purpose of offer-

ing my unique designs and 

collective fine art range 

with the world and any art 

collectors in fine arts, as-

well as modern/ contem-

porary/traditional life-

style homes.  

Alexandrina's Ngarrindjeri 

Fine Art's philosophy is to 

keep Ngarrindjeri culture 

alive, by leaving an imprint 

on history of a footprint 

deriving from rich Ngar-

rindjeri unique memories 

passed down generation to 

generation.  

envision over 300 years of 

knowledge into modern/

contemporar y/tradit iona l/

luxury/lifestyle homes. diverse 

knowledge imprinted on fine 

quality materials guaranteed to 

last over a lifetime. leaving be-

hind a unique footprint of the 

four corners of the ngarrindjeri 

nation past, present and future. 

Décor with aboriginal sat-

ire alluring intrinsic design 

between land & water. Imag-

ine capturing the radiance 

of vibrant colours, feel 

the warmth, calm, palette 

of ngarrindjeri MeeWee  

displayed in your home or    

business.  

Contact alexandrina 

Alexandrina’s Ngarrindjeri fine art 

Www.alexandrinasngarrinjerifineart.com..au 

https://www.facebook.com/alexandrinaart 

0476812987 

alexandrinangarrindjerifineart@gmail.com 


